IAC SONIC HORNS
Catalog and Application Manual

Provide Efficient Removal of
Particulate Build-Up
■ Baghouses
■ Utility Boiler Baghouses
■ Electrostatic Precipitators
■ Mechanical Collectors
■ Storage Silos & Bins
■ Spray Dryers
■ Fans
■ Hoppers
■ 3A Sanitary
www.iac-intl.com

IAC INTRODUCTION
IAC has been supplying sonic horns to industry for 20 years.
IAC supplies the patented USDA approved sanitary sonic horns for food and dairy spray dryer
equipment cleaning.
IAC has supplied over 30 different models of sonic horns with different frequency,sizes, materials of
construction, and accessories for specific applications.
IAC Sonic Horns have proven to clean over 10,000 square feet of filter bag area in coal fired boiler
baghouse applications.
IAC Sonic Horns produce high intensity, low frequency sound waves that fluidize and remove unwanted
particulate build-up in all these following applications:
BaghoUsEs
Cleans filter bags and hoppers
Food and 3a sanitaRy daiRy sPRay dRyERs
Removes sidewall build-up from dryers, baghouses and cyclones
ElEctRostatic PREciPitatoRs
Reduces build-up on collector plates, electrode wires, hoppers, inlet distribution devices
cyclonEs
Eliminates sidewall build-up and discharge plugging
Bins & silos
Reduces funneling of powdered material and eliminates discharge plugging
hEat ExchangERs and EconomizERs
Reduces and eliminates tube build-up
dUcts and convEying linEs
Eliminates wall build-up and plugging

If you have any questions, feel free to contact IAC at the following:
4800 Lamar Avenue
Mission, KS 66202
Phone: 800-334-7431
Fax: 913-384-6577
Email: iaccorp@iac-intl.com
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SONIC HORNS
Advantages

IAC Sonic Horns fluidize unwanted particulate buildup with high
intensity, low frequency sound waves in air pollution control, food and
dairy spray drying, and material handling process equipment.
Use Sonic Horns to Clean
■ Filter Bags
■ Spray Dryers
■ Cyclones
■ Bins
■ Silos
■ Rail Cars
■ Hoppers
■ Conveying Lines

QUALITy SONIC HORNS FOR THE 21ST CENTURy

Sonic Horn Advantages
■ Each sonic horn is shop tested and tuned for maximum
performance.
■ For ease of installation, IAC Sonic Horns can be shipped with shop
installed mounting flanges and custom mating connections to fit
each specific application.
■ Bells and drivers are constructed of either carbon or stainless steel
with sanitary fabrication available.
■ At our shop we can save costs to customers by rebuilding, testing
and servicing all makes and models of used sonic horns to increase
their performance.
■ We can provide high performance, competitively priced spare parts
for most all other manufacturers’ sonic horns.

In some cases, IAC offers a Sonic Horn Free Trial Test.
Please contact an IAC representative for complete details.
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SONIC SOLUTION TO MATERIAL
FLOW PROBLEMS
■ Eliminate Bridging and Ratholing
■ Increase Flow Rate

■ Omni Directional Sound Waves
Eliminate Location Problems

■ No vibrating Bin Discharger

■ Sound Waves Can Travel Over 30’
to Eliminate Material Blockage

■ No Air Cannons

■ Not Destructive to Metal Surfaces

■ No vibrators

■ Only One Sonic Horn is Required
per Discharge

■ No Air Blasters
■ Less Noise than vibrators

■ Over 25 years of Product
Experience

■ Low Operating and Equipment Costs
■ Operates with 70 psi Compressed Air

Application of IAC Sonic Horns in
Sanitary & 3A Spray Drying Systems

www.iac-intl.com
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SONIC CLEANING INTRODUCTION

The use of sound vibrations produced by sonic horns, as a means of fluidizing unwanted dust
and agglomerated particulate in industrial process equipment, has been a well accepted
practice for years. Sonic horns have been used to clean filter bags in baghouses in the carbon
black and cement industries since the 1950s. These early sonic horns proved that acoustic
energy could improve filter bag cleaning in conjunction with the primary reverse-air cleaning
however their benefit was not fully realized throughout the industry as they are today.
Sonic horns began their present popularity in the 1980’s after the utility industry started using
sonic horns to help reduce baghouse pressure drop, which was limiting plant generating
capacity. Sonic horns became extremely cost effective in improving bag cleaning, thus
increasing the power plants
megawatt generating capacity.
Because of its physical
size the utility baghouse is
probably the largest sonic
horn application. To effectively
clean a typical utility baghouse
compartment, it could
require two (2) to six (6) horns
operating simultaneously. This
large application proved that
not every sonic horn was equal.
Some sonic horns had proven
not to clean as well as others
or it took more Sonic Horns to
provide the same results.

600 MW Coal Fired Boiler Utility

Each manufacturer’s sonic horns are different in design, size and shape, which are all
factors that affect their sound level and fundamental frequency. The sound level and the
fundamental frequency are the two main characteristics of the sonic horn’s acoustic energy.
This acoustic energy consists of a sound with multiple frequencies. The most effective sonic
horns produce the majority of its sound at its fundamental frequency. However many sonic
horns cannot accomplish this and produce more noise than vibrations, which make them
less effective in sonic cleaning. IAC Sonic Horns are specifically designed to produce and
amplify low frequency sound vibrations at a high intensity for effective removal of unwanted
particulate build-up.
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Acoustic energy at a frequency range of 63 to 250 Hz (Hertz - cycles per second)have proven
to be theoptimum frequencies forsonic cleaning. Frequencies above 300 Hz are less effective
in sonic cleaning and are more audible and annoying to the human hearing. These low
frequencies have higher reflectivity of solid surfaces, resulting in less absorption of sound.
Low frequencies are also more omni-directional and result in more uniform penetration of
sound throughout an enclosed area. Whereas, higher frequencies above 300 Hz are more
directional and they dissipate at a faster rate. This does not necessarily mean that the lower
the frequency the better. There is a point at which acoustic energy can become destructive to
solid structures and mechanical connections. This occurs in the frequency range below 60 Hz.
The other important acoustic characteristic of the
acoustic energy is the intensity or sound pressure level
(SPL). The sound pressure level is usually measured in
decibels (dB). The intensity of the fundamental cleaning
frequency, which fluidizes the particulate build-up
must be above 120 dB. The greater the intensity or
SPL, the more effective the cleaning. Sound pressure
level measured in decibels can be misleading when
comparing power or energy levels, because decibels
are a non-linear measurement. The difference between
130 dB to 140 dB may seem insignificant, but it actually
corresponds to a factor of 10 difference in the power
available. And a change from 120 dB to 140 dB is only a
17% increase in dB level, but a hundred-fold increase in
power.
High-pressure pulses of compressed air create the
acoustic energy produced by the sonic horn. The
acoustic energy is produced by applying 60 to 80 psi of
compressed air to the sonic horn’s driver, which vibrates
a high-strength diaphragm contained inside. This
acoustic energy has a fixed frequency band determined
by the shape and size of the horn’s bell.
IAC Sonic Horns produce sound intensities of 140 dB+
with fundamental frequencies ranging from 63 to 160
Hertz. This rating is measured at one meter from the bell
mouth in free air. “Free air” means no amplification of the
sound pressure level due to reflective surfaces. The dB
level or intensity of the sonic horn’s free air output can
increase from 3 to 6 dB when sounded in a enclosure with
solid reflective surfaces.

www.iac-intl.com
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SONIC HORN SPECIFICATIONS
modEl cs-250
Acoustic Rating:
125 Hz. @140 dB.
modEl cs-125

Material: Carbon
or Stainless Steel

Acoustic Rating:
125 Hz. @146 dB.

Wt: 50 lbs.

Material: Carbon or
Stainless Steel
Wt: 120 lbs.

modEl cs-10-san
Acoustic Rating: 125 Hz.
@142 dB.

modEl cs-250R

Material: Stainless Steel #4
finish

Acoustic Rating:
125 Hz. @140 dB.

Wt: 55 lbs.

Material: Carbon or
Stainless Steel
Wt: 50 lbs.

modEl cd-70
Acoustic Rating:
63 Hz @ 149 dB

modEl cs-10-Usda
Acoustic Rating: 125 Hz.
@142 dB.

Material :
Carbon or Stainless
Steel
Wt: 100 lbs.

Material: Stainless Steel #4
finish
Wt: 55 lbs.

modEl BB-60
Acoustic Rating:
125 Hz. @134 dB.
Material: Carbon
or Stainless Steel
Wt: 50 lbs.
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SONIC HORN

Model #CS-125
The IAC Sonic Horn Model #CS-125 is one of the most powerful,
low frequency sonic horns in the industry. The unique horn within
a horn design allows it to filter out the unwanted high frequency
sounds, which all straight horns produce. The Model #CS-125 sonic
horn has proven extremely successful in reducing pressure drop and
eliminating shaker cleaning in large utility and industrial baghouses.
This sonic horn is also used in electrostatic precipitators for improved
cleaning of collector plates and wires including cleaning inlet gas
distribution devices. It is also used to remove particulate build-up in
large hoppers, cyclones and silos.
#CS-125

Applications

■ Shaker Baghouse
■ Reverse-Bag Baghouse
■ Baghouse Hopper
■ Heat Exchanger & Economizer
■ Electrostatic Precipitator
■ Fan
■ Bin & Silo

Specifications
Acoustic Parameters:

Structural:

■ Fundamental Frequency: 125 Hertz

■ Mouth Opening: 29”x 16”

■ Sound Pressure Level (SPL): 146 decibels ■ Height: 32”
(dB)
■ Weight: 120 lbs.
Air Supply Requirements:
■ Air Supply Connection: ¾” NPTM
■ Air Pressure: 65 to 80 PSIG
■ Air Consumption: 70 to 80 SCFM

■ Max. Temperature: Standard Diaphragm - 700 degrees F (370
degrees C)
■ High Temperature Diaphragm - 1200 degrees F (650 degrees
C)
■ Bell Material: carbon steel (standard) and stainless steel
(optional)

F O R M O R E I N F O R M AT I O N O R T O P L AC E A N O R D E R CO N TAC T I AC T O D AY
4800 Lamar Avenue / Mission, KS 66202 / USA 800.334.7431

PB117001r1

www.iac-intl.com
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SONIC HORN

Model #CS-250
The IAC Sonic Horn Model #CS-250 is designed specifically to be used
in smaller applications where the larger #CS-125 is not required. This
sonic horn has proven extremely successful in eliminating shaker
cleaning in small baghouses, and reducing particulate build-up in
baghouse hoppers, cyclones, bins, etc.

Applications

■ Reverse-Bag Baghouse

■ Fan

■ Pulse-Jet Baghouse

■ Rail Car Unload

■ Baghouse Hopper

■ Silos/Work Bins

■ Envelope Baghouse

#CS-250

Specifications
Acoustic Parameters:

Structural:

■ Fundamental Frequency: 125 Hertz

■ Mouth Opening: 9” x 9”

■ Sound Pressure Level (SPL): 140 decibels (dB)

■ Height: 32”
■ Weight: 55 lbs. (with Flange)

Air Supply Requirements:
■ Air Supply Connection: ¾” NPTM
■ Air Pressure: 65 to 80 PSIG
■ Air Consumption: 70 to 80 SCFM

■ Max. Temperature: Standard Diaphragm - 700 degrees
F (370 degrees C)
■ High Temperature Diaphragm - 1200 degrees F (650
degrees C)
■ Bell Material: Carbon Steel (standard) and Stainless
Steel (optional)

F O R M O R E I N F O R M AT I O N O R T O P L AC E A N O R D E R CO N TAC T I AC T O D AY
4800 Lamar Avenue / Mission, KS 66202 / USA 800.334.7431
7
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SONIC HORN

Model #CS-250R
The IAC Sonic Horn Model #CS-250R is designed for applications
where a round shaped bell is preferred. A round bell would be
more suitable for installations on cylindrical surfaces such as; round
baghouses, spray dryers, bins, etc. This sonic horn has proven
extremely successful in eliminating powder accumulation in spray
dryers, baghouses, cyclones, silos, conveying lines, etc.

#CS-250R

Applications

■ Rotating Pulse Baghouse ■ Heat Exchanger &
Economizer
■ Box Spray Dryer
■ Tower Spray Dryer

■ Cyclone

Specifications
Acoustic Parameters:

Structural:

■ Fundamental Frequency: 125 Hertz

■ Mouth Opening: 9-13/16” dia.

■ Sound Pressure Level (SPL): 140 decibels (dB)

■ Height: 32”
■ Weight: 70 lbs. (with standard flange)

Air Supply Requirements:
■ Air Supply Connection: ¾” NPTM
■ Air Pressure: 65 to 80 PSIG
■ Air Consumption: 70 to 80 SCFM

■ Max. Temperature: Standard Diaphragm - 700 degrees
F (370 degrees C)
■ High Temperature Diaphragm - 1200 degrees F (650
degrees C)
■ Bell Material: Carbon Steel (standard) and Stainless
Steel (optional)

F O R M O R E I N F O R M AT I O N O R T O P L AC E A N O R D E R CO N TAC T I AC T O D AY
4800 Lamar Avenue / Mission, KS 66202 / USA 800.334.7431

PB117003r1

www.iac-intl.com
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SONIC HORN

Model #CS-10-SAN (3A Sanitary)
The IAC Sonic Horn Model #CS-10-SAN is used in 3A sanitary
applications where only a sanitary bell is required. The bell is
constructed from stainless steel with a #4 finish. The driver and
sanitary bell is attached with a tri-clamp connection. This sonic horn
has proven extremely successful in eliminating powder accumulation
in food grade and 3A sanitary spray dryers, baghouses, cyclones, silos,
conveying lines, etc.

#CS-10-SAN
Stainless Steel #4
Finish on bell

Applications

■ Rotating Pulse Baghouse ■ Cyclone
■ Box Spray Dryer

■ Pulse Jet Baghouse

■ Tower Spray Dryer

Specifications
Acoustic Parameters:

Structural:

■ Fundamental Frequency: 125 Hertz

■ Mouth Opening: 9 13/16” dia.

■ Sound Pressure Level (SPL): 142 decibels (dB)

■ Height: 31”
■ Weight: 60 lbs.

Air Supply Requirements:

■ Max. Temperature: 700 degrees F (370 degrees C)

■ Air Supply Connection: ¾” NPTM

■ Bell & Driver: 304 Stainless Steel

■ Air Pressure: 65 to 80 PSIG

■ Type of Bell Finish: #4 - 150 Grit

■ Air Consumption: 70 to 80 SCFM
Need a horn recommendation and price quotation?
Fill out the applicable Application Worksheet and email it to IAC....
iaccorp@iac-intl.com
F O R M O R E I N F O R M AT I O N O R T O P L AC E A N O R D E R CO N TAC T I AC T O D AY
4800 Lamar Avenue / Mission, KS 66202 / USA 800.334.7431
9
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SONIC HORN

Model #CS-10-USDA
The IAC Sonic Horn Model #CS-10-USDA is designed specifically to be
used in sanitary applications where powdered dairy products will be
in contact with external and all internal surfaces of the sonic horn. This
was the first sonic horn approved by the U.S.D.A. Dairy Division in 1988
to be used in cleaning dairy powder from spray drying equipment. The
Model #CS-10-USDA Sonic Horn is designed and fabricated to comply
with the “3-A Sanitary Standards for Air Driven Sonic Horns for Dry Milk
Products, Number 49-00”. This sonic horn has proven extremely successful
in eliminating powder accumulation in spray dryers, baghouses, cyclones,
silos, conveying lines, etc. Over 300 IAC Sonic Horns have been installed in
spray drying systems throughout the world!
#CS-10-USDA
Meets 3A Sanitary
Standards

Applications

■ Rotating Pulse Baghouse ■ Cyclone
■ Box Spray Dryer

Specifications

■ Pulse Jet Baghouse

■ Tower Spray Dryer

Acoustic Parameters:

Structural:

■ Fundamental Frequency: 125 Hertz

■ Mouth Opening: 9 13/16” dia.

■ Sound Pressure Level (SPL): 144 decibels (dB)

■ Height: 31”
■ Weight: 60 lbs.

Air Supply Requirements:

■ Max. Temperature: 700 degrees F (370 degrees C)

■ Air Supply Connection: ¾” NPTM

■ Bell & Driver: 304 Stainless Steel

■ Air Pressure: 65 to 80 PSIG

■ Type of Finish: #4 - 150 Grit

■ Air Consumption: 70 to 80 SCFM

■ C.I.P. Spray Ball Size/Qty.: 1 1/2” Dia.- 3 required. (Optional)

F O R M O R E I N F O R M AT I O N O R T O P L AC E A N O R D E R CO N TAC T I AC T O D AY
4800 Lamar Avenue / Mission, KS 66202 / USA 800.334.7431

PB117005r1
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SONIC HORN

Model #CD-70
The IAC Sonic Horn Model #CD-70 is designed specifically to produce
more sound energy below 100 Hz. This ultra low frequency sonic horn
is used to eliminate particulate build-up in Electrostatic Precipitators,
Fabric Filters, Spray Dryers, Silos, and Selective Catalytic Reduction
(SCR) Systems. Note: Model #CD-70L is a curved bell design.

Applications

■ Reverse-Air Baghouse

■ Shaker Baghouse
■ SCR Systems
■ Bin & Silo

■ Electrostatic
Precipitators
■ Heat Exchanger &
Economizer
#CD-70

Specifications

Structural:

Acoustic Parameters:

■ Mouth Opening: 18” dia.

■ Fundamental Frequency: 63 Hertz

■ Height: 92.5” straight design, as shown

■ Sound Pressure Level (SPL): 149 decibels (dB)

52” curved design (Model CD-70L)
■ Weight: 100 lbs. (with Flange)

Air Supply Requirements:
■ Air Supply Connection: ¾” NPTM
■ Air Pressure: 65 to 80 PSIG
■ Air Consumption: 70 to 80 SCFM

■ Max. Temperature: Standard diaphragm - 725
degrees F (385 degrees C)
■ High Temp. diaphragm - 1200 degrees F (650
degrees C)
■ Driver Material: Corrosive resistance, cad-plated
mild steel; optional stainless steel

Need a horn recommendation and price quotation?
Fill out the applicable Application Worksheet and email it to IAC....
iaccorp@iac-intl.com
F O R M O R E I N F O R M AT I O N O R T O P L AC E A N O R D E R CO N TAC T I AC T O D AY
4800 Lamar Avenue / Mission, KS 66202 / USA 800.334.7431
11
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SONIC HORN

Model #BB-60
The IAC Sonic Horn Model #BB-60 is designed to be used to eliminate
material bridging. The small 6” Diameter bell can be installed at the
discharge of hoppers to improve material flow.

Applications
■ Hopper Discharges of Baghouses, Work Bins, Silos,
Cyclones, Dryers, Electrostatic Precipitators, etc.

#BB-60

Specifications
Acoustic Parameters:

Structural:

■ Fundamental Frequency: 125 Hertz

■ Mouth Opening: 6” dia.

■ Sound Pressure Level (SPL): 134 decibels (dB)

■ Height: 36”
■ Weight: 50 lbs.

Air Supply Requirements:
■ Air Supply Connection: ¾” NPTM
■ Air Pressure: 65 to 80 PSIG
■ Air Consumption: 70 to 80 SCFM

■ Max. Temperature: Standard Diaphragm - 700
degrees F (370 degrees C)
■ High Temperature Diaphragm - 1200 degrees F
(650 degrees C)
■ Bell Material: Carbon Steel (standard) and
Stainless Steel (optional)

F O R M O R E I N F O R M AT I O N O R T O P L AC E A N O R D E R CO N TAC T I AC T O D AY
4800 Lamar Avenue / Mission, KS 66202 / USA 800.334.7431

PB117006r1

www.iac-intl.com
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IAC SONIC HORNS
Operation & Maintenance Information

gENERAL INFORMATION
First, we would like to thank you for selecting the
IAC Sonic Horn to solve your material flow problems.
Our Sonic Horns are designed to produce and
amplify low frequency sound vibrations at high
intensity for removal of unwanted particulate.
CAUTION! -DO NOT OPERATE SONIC HORN
WITHOUT HEARINg PROTECTION
Long term exposure to intense sound without
hearing protection may cause permanent hearing
loss. For exposure time limit, refer to OSHA Safety
Regulations. Sonic Horns produce a sound level
from 90 to 115 dBa (decibels A scale) outside of the
equipment they are installed.
Internal Installation #CS–125 Sonic Horn

INSTALLATION
IAC Sonic Horns are shipped completely assembled,
with the piping hardware and electrical controls
shipped loose. Upon receipt of the shipment,
inspect for damage or shortage. Prior to installation,
your IAC Sonic Horn representative should be
contacted for the suggested location of installation.
IMPORTANT!
Correct Sonic Horn location is important for
maximum sound intensity and optimum sonic
cleaning results. The Sonic Horn may either be chain
supported or flange mounted to the application. If
internal installation is required, chain supporting is
recommended. The chain link should be 3/16” dia.
and attached to the 3/8” threaded I-Bolts fastened to
the Sonic Horn’s driver flange in three (3) locations
(I-Bolts are provided upon request). The chains
attached to the Sonic Horn can then be hung in the
proper location inside of the equipment. These horns
are normally supported by chains from existing
supports such as; bar grating, bag shaker racks,
internal roof stiffeners, etc.

13
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External Installation #CS-250 Sonic Horn

IAC SONIC HORNS
Operation & Maintenance Information (continued)

However, if there is not a support in the proper
location for the Sonic Horn, angle brackets
or flat plate tabs will need to be welded or
fastened to the roof or suspended walkway.
If external installation is required, a bolt or
v-clamp flange will be attached to the Sonic
Horn’s bell. It is recommended that the Sonic
Horn be bolted or clamped to a mating flange
to allow future removal for maintenance and
inspection. And if the Sonic Horn is being
mounted to a hot surface, it is recommended
that the horn be completely insulated. This
will prevent moisture and condensation from
accumulating inside of the driver and bell. DO
NOT cover the Sonic Horn’s bell mouth with the
flange or flange’s opening.
COMPRESSED AIR & PIPINg
The Sonic Horn requires 75 to 85 Scfm at 70 to
80 psig compressed air (clean & dry) to operate
properly. The air supply piping to each horn
should be ¾” Sch. 40. If the line size is smaller
than ¾”, the Sonic Horn will not sound at
maximum intensity. An air filter with auto drain
and an air regulator is recommended to ensure
clean and correct air supply. Each horn’s driver
is supplied with a ¾” reducer (DO NOT REMOvE)
for the air supply pipe connection.
This air supply connection must be made with a
flexible hose to the rigid piping.
WARNINg
Before connecting the air piping to the Sonic
Horn’s ¾” reducer, PURgE completed piping
system to eliminate debris form fouling the
driver’s operation. DO NOT use pipe tape to
make piping connections.If more than one (1)
Sonic Horn is being operated at a time the main
piping supply must at least be 1” Sch. 40 for two

(2) horns and 1 ½” for three (3) or four (4) horns.
OPERATION
The optimum performance of the Sonic Horn
can be achieved by setting the air regulator to
supply 70 to 80 psig continuously through a ¾”
pipe during sounding. If this air pressure cannot
be maintained during the sounding period, an
air receiver tank should be installed in the air
supply line. To size the capacity of the tank,
figure approximately 60 gallons per Sonic Horn
for 15 seconds of operation.
Normally the Sonic Horn should operate for
only 10 to 20 seconds, as often as is required
to solve the material build-up problem. In a
Baghouse application the horn should sound
for 15 to 20 seconds during the cleaning cycle.
If the Baghouse does not have a cleaning
cycle then the horn will need to be cycled on
frequently enough during filtering to eliminate
the build-up. For material flow and build-up
problems in applications, such as Hoppers,
Spray Dryers, Cyclones, etc., the horn may have
to operate as often as every 45 to 180 seconds.
It is recommended at Start-Up, the horn should
be set to run at a frequent rate to determine
how well Sonic Cleaning solves the problem.
After the initial cleaning results have been
evaluated, the Sonic Horn’s timing should be
increased or decreased until the exact amount
of time required is determine for optimum
cleaning and to extend Diaphragm plate life. It
is recommended that the Sonic Horn should
only operate as long as required to extend
Diaphragm plate life and minimize Driver wear.
Diaphragm life is rated at approximately 400 to
750 hours. However, air pressure, length of ontime, frequency of operation, driver wear, and
corrosion will affect Diaphragm life.

www.iac-intl.com
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IAC SONIC HORNS
Operation & Maintenance Information (continued)
MAINTENANCE
The Sonic Horn should be periodically inspected
and maintained to prevent future unexpected
loss in cleaning performance. Inspections are
recommended every three (3) to six (6) months.
The only part of the horn that requires inspection
or maintenance is the driver. The driver assembly
has three (3) parts; the driver body, diaphragm,
and driver lid. When inspecting or troubleshooting the driver, these steps should be
followed:
1. Check air pressure as close to the horn as
possible while it is operating. It should be 70
psig minimum and 80 psig maximum (driver
parts wear faster at greater air pressures).
2. Remove driver lid and inspect the seat, this
is the raised narrow circular surface that the
outer edge of the diaphragm plate contacts
against. This surface should be smooth and
flush. Clean any build-up of dirt or debris from
surface and inspect for any wear. If lid seat
shows any sign of wear, it should be replaced.
3. Remove diaphragm plate and check for cracks
and wear on the outer edge. If wear is greater
than a depth of .002 to .004 the diaphragm
should be replaced. Then lightly polish the
diaphragm surface that seats against the
driver body with fine sand paper.
4. Clean driver body cavity with oiled cloth,
removing all rust and debris. The seating
surface the diaphragm contacts against must
be smooth and free of foreign build-up.
DRIvER SECTION
Re-assemble driver and test the operating
performance with a pressure gauge (0-15 psig)
with ¼” NPT threads. Attach gauge to the ¼” NPT
opening where the ¼” pipe plug is on the driver
lid. The gauge should read between ½ and 5 psig
if the Sonic Horn is operating properly. If not, the
problem would be one of the preceeding steps.

15
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Sonic Horn Accessories & Spare Parts
accEssoRiEs
Mounting Sleeves
■ Top or Side Mount
■ Carbon Steel or Stainless Steel
■ Bolted Flange or Quick Release
“v” groove Clamp
■ Installation Kit with Control Timer
sPaRE PaRts
■ Diaphragm Plates
■ Driver Lids
■ Driver Assembly
■ Bells
■ Driver Rebuild Service

If any further assistance is required contact your
IAC Sonic Horn representative.

SONIC HORN
Installation Kits

ONE HORN KIT INCLUDES
(1) Control Timer Assembly in NEMA 4 Enclosure
120 vAC, Off-On/Auto Switch
Horn On Time - Adjustable 1 to 512 seconds
Horn Off (delay) Time - Adjustable 1 to 10,000 seconds
(1) 3/4” Air Pressure Regulator with Pressure gauge
(1) 3/4” Air Filter
(1) 3/4” Ball valve - Brass with Locking Handle
(1) 3/4” Air Solenoid valve, 120 vAC
(1) 3/4” x 5 ft. long Flex-Hose with Braided Stainless Steel Cover

www.iac-intl.com
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SONIC HORN
Installation Kits

TWO HORN KIT INCLUDES
(1) Control Timer Assembly in NEMA 4 Enclosure
• 120 VAC, Off-On/Auto Switch
• Horn On Time - Adjustable 1 to 512 seconds
• Horn Off (delay) Time - Adjustable 1
to 10,000 seconds
(1) 1” Air Pressure Regulator with Pressure gauge
(1) 1” Air Filter
(1) 1” Ball valve - Brass with Locking Handle
(1) 1” Air Solenoid valve, 120 vAC
(2) 3/4” x 5 ft. long Flex-Hose with Braided Stainless
Steel Cover

17
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Sonic Horn Accessories & Spare Parts
accEssoRiEs
Mounting Sleeves
■ Top or Side Mount
■ Carbon Steel or Stainless Steel
■ Bolted Flange or Quick Release
“v” groove Clamp
■ Installation Kit with Control Timer
sPaRE PaRts
■ Diaphragm Plates
■ Driver Lids
■ Driver Assembly
■ Bells
■ Driver Rebuild Service

SONIC CLEANING APPLICATION
Shaker Baghouse
Problems: Mechanical wear of shaker mechanism causes downtime and repair. Shaking
the bags causes premature bag failure.
SONIC HORN SOLUTIONS:
■ Increased bag life by eliminating violent shaking.
■ Eliminate shaker mechanism repair by replacing shaker cleaning.

QTy.
1

MODEL #
CD-70

1

CS-125

1

CS-250

SONIC HORN SELECTION
SIZINg
DURATION
up to 9,000 sq. ft. of cloth
15 to 20 sec. during cleaning
cycle
up to 7,000 sq. ft. of cloth
15 to 20 sec. during cleaning
cycle
up to 3,000 sq. ft. of cloth
15 to 20 sec. during cleaning
cycle

DWg.
1166
1080
1031
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SONIC CLEANING APPLICATION
Reverse-Air Baghouse

Problems: Ineffective bag cleaning increases differential pressure and decreases air flow.
SONIC HORN SOLUTIONS:
■ Improve bag cleaning by fluidizing particulate
build-up.
■ Reduce differential pressure from 2” to 6” to
increase air flow.
■ Increase bag life with less cleaning.
■ Reduce energy cost of fan operation

SONIC HORN SELECTION

19
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QTy.
1

MODEL #
CD-70

1

CS-125

SIZINg
up to 10,000 sq. ft. of
cloth
up to 7,500 sq. ft. of cloth

1

CS-250

up to 5,000 sq. ft. of cloth

Innovation. Service. Product Excellence.

DURATION
15 to 20 sec. during cleaning
cycle
15 to 20 sec. during cleaning
cycle
15 to 20 sec. during cleaning
cycle

DWg.
1166
1080
1031

SONIC CLEANING APPLICATION
Rotating Pulse Baghouse

Problems: Bag cleaning is ineffective with the high volume, low
pressure pulse.
SONIC HORN SOLUTIONS:
■ Improve bag cleaning by fluidizing particulate build-up.
■ Reduce high differential pressure caused by an inadequate
cleaning mechanism.

SONIC HORN SELECTIONS
QTy.
1
1

MODEL #
CS-10-USDA
CS-250R

SIZINg
up to 3,500 sq. ft. of cloth
up to 3,500 sq. ft. of cloth

DURATION
5 to 10 sec. every 2 to 10 min.
5 to 10 sec every 2 to 10 min.

DWg.
1029
1018
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SONIC CLEANING APPLICATION
Pulse-Jet Baghouse

Problems: Particulate bridging between bags and accumulating beneath the tubesheet and on
the sidewalls. This problem is normally most common with food and dairy powders, where it
can become scorched or flammable.
SONIC HORN SOLUTIONS:
■ Clean sidewalls and tubesheet of particulate build-up.
■ Eliminate bag to bag particulate bridging.

SONIC HORN SELECTIONS

QTy.
1
1
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MODEL #
CS-10-USDA
CS-250

SIZINg
DURATION
DWg.
up to 3,500 sq. ft. of cloth 5 to 10 sec. every 2 to 10 min. 1029
up to 3,500 sq. ft. of cloth 5 to 10 sec. every 2 to 10 min. 1016
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SONIC CLEANING APPLICATION
Baghouse Hopper

Problems: Hard to flow particulate collects on the sidewalls of the hopper and then bridges over
the discharge, thus stopping flow.
SONIC HORN SOLUTIONS:
■ Eliminate bridging by vibrating the particulate build-up on the sidewalls, allowing it to flow
freely into the hopper discharge.

SONIC HORN SELECTION

QTy.
1
1

MODEL #
CS-250
CS-125

SIZINg
up to 600 cubic feet
up to 11200 cubic feet

DURATION
5 to 10 sec. every 5 to 10 min.
5 to 10 sec. every 5 to 10 min.

DWg.
1016
1086
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SONIC CLEANING APPLICATION
Envelope Baghouse

Problems: Particulate bridging between envelope filters causing a high differential pressure drop.
The combination of the closeness of the flat filters along with ineffective bag cleaning causes the
bridging.
SONIC HORN SOLUTIONS:
■ Eliminate filter to filter particulate bridging.
■ Reduce differential pressure by eliminating the filter to filter bridging.

SONIC HORN SELECTION

QTy.
1
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MODEL #
CS-250

SIZINg
up to 2,000 sq. ft. of cloth
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DURATION
5 to 10 sec. every 5 to 10 min.

DWg.
1019

SONIC CLEANING APPLICATION
Box Spray Dryer

Problems: Powdered product build-up on the sidewalls and hopper section. The build-up will
eventually reduce production and will require down-time for cleaning.
SONIC HORN SOLUTIONS:
■ Eliminate powder build-up on sidewalls and
hopper section.
■ Increase production time by eliminating powder
accumulation on interior surfaces.
■ Eliminate mechanical vibrators which will cause
damage to the metal surfaces they are attached.

SONIC HORN SELECTION

QTy.
1
1

MODEL #
CS-250R
CS-10-USDA

SIZINg
per 3,000 cu. ft.
per 3,000 cu. ft.

DURATION
5 to 10 sec. every 1 to 10 min.
5 to 10 sec. every 1 to 10 min.

DWg.
1055
1056
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SONIC CLEANING APPLICATION
Tower Spray Dryer

Problems: Powdered product build-up on the sidewalls and cone section. This build-up will
eventually reduce production and will require
down-time for cleaning.
SONIC HORN SOLUTIONS:
■ Eliminate powder build-up on sidewalls and cone section.
■ Increase production time by eliminating powder accumulation
on interior surfaces.
■ Eliminate mechanical vibrators which will cause damage to the
metal surfaces they are attached.

SONIC HORN SELECTION

QTy.
1
1
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MODEL #
CS-250R
CS-10-USDA

SIZINg
per 10’ dia.
per 10’ dia.
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DURATION
5 to 10 sec. every 1 to 10 min.
5 to 10 sec. every 1 to 10 min.

DWg.
1005
1065

SONIC CLEANING APPLICATION
Heat Exchanger & Economizer
Problems: Particulate will agglomerate and build-up on tubes reducing heat transfer efficiency.
SONIC HORN SOLUTIONS:
■ Increase heat transfer efficiency by removing particulate build-up on and between tubes.
This eliminates the costly use of steam and air soot-blowers.

SONIC HORN SELECTION

QTy.
1
1
1

MODEL #
CD-70L
CS-125
CS-250R

SIZINg
up to 4,000 cubic feet
up to 3,000 cubic feet
up to 2,000 cubic feet

DURATION
10 to 20 sec. as required
10 to 20 sec. as required
10 to 20 sec. as required

DWg.
1167
1128
1005
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SONIC CLEANING APPLICATION
Cyclone

Problems: Hard to flow particulate will build-up on the sidewalls and cone section which will
eventually bridge over the discharge.
SONIC HORN SOLUTIONS:
■ Eliminate bridging by vibrating the particulate build-up on the sidewalls allowing it to flow
freely into the discharge.

SONIC HORN SELECTION

QTy.
1
1
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MODEL #
CS-250R
CS-10-USDA

SIZINg
per cyclone
per cyclone
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DURATION
5 to 10 sec. every 2 to 10 min.
5 to 10 sec. every 2 to 10 min.

DWg.
1052
1053

SONIC CLEANING APPLICATION
Electrostatic Precipitator

Problems: Particulate will agglomerate and build-up on collector plates, electrode wires and inlet
distribution devices that the existing rapping system cannot remove.
SONIC HORN SOLUTIONS:
■ Increase collection efficiency by removing build-up from gas distribution devices, collector
plates and electrode wires.

SONIC HORN SELECTION

QTy.
1
1

MODEL #
CD-70
CD-70L

SIZINg
per 10’ of field width
per 15’ of inlet width

DURATION
10 to 15 sec. as required
10 to 15 sec. as required

DWg.
1167
1159
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SONIC CLEANING APPLICATION
SCR - Selective Catalytic Reduction Systems

Problems: Particulate will agglomerate and build-up in the catalyst bed reducing NOx removal
efficiency and the life of the catalyst.
SONIC HORN SOLUTIONS:
■ Increase efficiency by removing particulate build-up on and in the catalyst. This eliminates
the ■
costly use of steam and air soot-blowers.
■

SONIC HORN SELECTION
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QTy.
1

MODEL #
CD-70

1

CD-70

SIZINg
every 10’ for less than 30’
width
every 10’ for greater than
30’ width
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DURATION
10 to 15 sec. as required

DWg.
1169

10 to 15 sec. as required

1169

SONIC CLEANING APPLICATIONS

Bin & Silo

Problems: Hard to flow material will build-up on the side-walls or funnel down to the discharge.
Also bridging may occur, eliminating flow from the discharge.
SONIC HORN SOLUTIONS:
■ Eliminate bridging with a sonic horn mounted at the discharge.
■ Minimize side-wall build-up and material “funneling” with a roof mounted sonic horn.

SONIC HORN SELECTION
QTy.
1
1
1

MODEL #
CD-70
CS-125
CS-250

SIZINg
up to 20 ft. dia. x 50’ high
up to 12 ft. dia. x 30’ high
up to 8 ft. dia. x 12’ high

DURATION
10 to 20 sec. as required
10 to 20 sec. as required
10 to 20 sec. as required

DWg.
1167
1081
1019
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SONIC CLEANING APPLICATION
Fan

Problems: Fans that handle dust-laden air will build-up material on the fan’s wheel causing it to
become out of balance. This will cause the fan to be less efficient and may damage the bearing.
SONIC HORN SOLUTIONS:
■ Eliminate wheel vibration by fluidizing the particulate build-up on the fan wheel.

SONIC HORN SELECTION

QTy.
1
1
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MODEL #
CS-125
CS-250

SIZINg
for wheel 6’ dia. or larger
for wheel up to 6’ dia.
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DURATION
5 to 10 sec. as required
5 to 10 sec. as required

DWg.
1081
1019

SONIC CLEANING APPLICATIONS

Hopper, Bin & Silo Discharges

Problems: Hard to flow material bridging, eliminating flow from the discharge.
SONIC HORN SOLUTIONS:
■ Eliminate bridging with a sonic horn mounted at the discharge.

SONIC HORN SELECTION

QTy.
1

MODEL #
BB-60

SIZINg
per discharge

DURATION
10 to 20 sec. as required

DWg.
1020
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APPLICATION WORKSHEET
Baghouse

Fill out the following application worksheet and submit to IAC for Sonic Horn
recommendations.
Company

Address

Contact

Phone/Fax #

/

Email
Emission Source: (Boiler, Kiln, Dryer, Arc Furnace, Fugitive, etc.)
Type of Material (Particulate):

Type of Baghouse:

Reverse-Air

gas Temp.

Shaker only

Shake – Deflate

Baghouse Manufacturer:
No. of Bags per Compartments:
Cloth Area per Compartment
Pressure Drop:

” w.c. High

Innovation. Service. Product Excellence.

Pulse-Jet

Plenum

No. of Compartments:
Bag Size:

Dia. x

Length

Bag Material
” Low

What would you like to accomplish with Sonic Horns?

33
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Air volume

No. of Compartment walkways:

Pulse

Other

APPLICATION WORKSHEET
Hopper

Fill out the following application worksheet and submit to IAC for Sonic Horn
recommendations.
Company

Address

Contact

Phone/Fax #

/

Email
Type of Material Stored:
Bulk Density:

lbs. per cu. ft.

Problem: Sidewall Build-up

Bridging

Mechanical vibrator

Manually Rapped

How is this problem presently eliminated ?
Manually Cleaned
Air Cannon
Other

Funneling

How frequent does the problem occur?
What is attached to Hopper? Baghouse
Type of discharge valve.: Slide gate
Other

Precipitator

Rotary Airlock

Other

Counter Weighed

Dump

Butterfly

Discharge opening size:
What would you like to accomplish with Sonic Horns?

www.iac-intl.com
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APPLICATION WORKSHEET
Electrostatic Precipitator

Fill out the following application worksheet and submit to IAC for Sonic Horn
recommendations.
Company _______________________________ Address ______________________________________
Contact _________________________________Phone/Fax #_______________/___________________
Email _________________________________________________________________________________
Emission Source: (Boiler, Kiln, etc.) _________________________________________________________
Type of Dust (Particulate): __________ gas Temp. ________ Air volume __________
Precipitator Manufacturer ___________________ No. of Inlet Nozzles: __________
No. of Fields: _______ Field Size: ______ Wide x ______ Length x ________ Height
Collector Plate Size: ______ Length x ______ Height
Inlet Distributor : Perforated Plates

Splitters

Baffle Plate

Other _________

How long does it take nozzle build-up to occur? _________________________________________
What would you like to accomplish with Sonic Horns? _________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
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APPLICATION WORKSHEET
SCR - Selective Catalytic Reduction Systems

Fill out the following application worksheet and submit to IAC for Sonic Horn
recommendations.
Company ________________________________ Address _____________________________________
Contact ________________________________ Phone/Fax #_____________________/_______________
Email _________________________________________________________________________________
Emission Source: (Boiler, Incinerator, etc.) ____________________________________________________
gas Temp: ____________

Air volume: ____________ acfm

Is gas corrosive: ________

Does SCR have existing: Soot Blowers ________

Sonic Horns ________

What would you like to accomplish with Sonic Horns? _________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
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APPLICATION WORKSHEET
Bin & Silo

Fill out the following application worksheet and submit to IAC for Sonic Horn
recommendations.
Company _____________________________ Address _________________________________________
Contact ____________________________ Phone/Fax #__________________/______________________
Email _________________________________________________________________________________
Type of Material Stored: __________________________________________________________________
Bulk Density: _______ lbs. per cu. ft.

Is Bin normally? Full

Problem:

Bridging

Sidewall Build-up

How is this problem presently eliminated ?
Mechanical vibrator
Manually Cleaned
Air Cannon
Other __________________

1/2” Full

Less than 1/2”

Funneling
Manually Rapped

How frequent does the problem occur? _____________________________________________________
Type of discharge valve.: Slide gate
Other___________________

Rotary Airlock

Counter weighed Dump

Butterfly

Discharge opening size: ________________
What would you like to accomplish with Sonic Horns? _________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
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APPLICATION WORKSHEET
Cyclone
Fill out the following application worksheet and submit to IAC for Sonic Horn
recommendations.
Company ________________________________ Address ________________________________________
Contact _______________________________ Phone/Fax #____________________/___________________
Email ___________________________________________________________________________________
Type of material collected ___________________________________________________________________
Bulk Density: ____________ lbs. per cu. ft.

Problem: Sidewall Build-up

How is problem presently eliminated? Mechanical vibrator

Discharge Bridging

Other _____________

How frequent does the problem occur? ________________________________________________________
Type of discharge valve.: Slide gate
Other ____________________

Rotary Airlock

Counter weighed Dump

Butterfly

Discharge opening size: ________________
What would you like to accomplish with Sonic Horns? ________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
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APPLICATION WORKSHEET
Fan

Fill out the following application worksheet and submit to IAC for Sonic Horn
recommendations.
Company _____________________________ Address ___________________________________________
Contact ___________________________________ Phone/Fax #_________________/__________________
Email ____________________________________________________________________________________
Emission Source: (Boiler, Kiln, Dryer, Arc Furnace, Fugitive, etc.) _____________________________________
Type of Material (Particulate): ____________________________ gas Temp. ________ Air
volume__________
Static Pressure ________________________” w.c. Diameter of Fan Wheel: ____________________________
Fan Manufacturer: ___________________________________________

Model # _____________________

How often does the fan wheel have to be cleaned? ______________________________________________
What is the type of build-up? Dry

Compacted

Damp

How often is fan wheel vibration corrected? ____________________________________________________
What would you like to accomplish with Sonic Horns? ____________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
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APPLICATION WORKSHEET
Heat Exchanger

Fill out the following application worksheet and submit to IAC for Sonic Horn
recommendations.
Company ________________________ Address _____________________________________________
Contact _________________________________ Phone/Fax #_________________/_________________
Email _______________________________________________________________________________
Heating Source: (Boiler, Incinerator etc.) ______________________
Type of Heat Exchanger: Air Heater

Economizer

Super Heater Other _______________________

Tube Dia. _________Type of Particulate: _____________ gas Temp. ________ Air volume __________
What is the type of build-up? Dry
Is gas corrosive? _______

Compacted

Damp

Where is area of build-up?: Top

Middle

Bottom

How much heating efficiency is lost due to build-up? _________%
What would you like to accomplish with Sonic Horns? _________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________
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APPLICATION WORKSHEET
Spray Dryer

Fill out the following application worksheet and submit to IAC for Sonic Horn
recommendations.
Company ________________________________ Address ________________________________________
Contact _________________________________Phone/Fax #_______________/______________________
Email ____________________________________________________________________________________
Type of Products Dried:_____________________________________________________________________
Production Rate (lbs/hr): ____________ Product Run Time: ______________ (hrs/days)
Does build-up limit production? ______________________
Does powder build-up become scorched? ______________________
How often is dryer manually cleaned? ______________________ (hrs/days)
Washed _____________________ (hrs/days)
How thick is powder build-up after run? _________________________________________________
Where is build-up thickest?

Roof

Sidewall

Cone Other_______________

Does build-up occur with all product dried? ___________ Is dryer insulated? _________
What would you like to accomplish with Sonic Horns? ____________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
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INSTALLATION DRAWING #1005

cs-250R.6 sonic hoRn FoR sidEWall installation
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INSTALLATION DRAWING #1016

cs-250.2 sonic hoRn - hoPPER moUnting installation
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INSTALLATION DRAWING #1018

cs-250R.2 sonic hoRn With moUnting slEEvE
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INSTALLATION DRAWING #1019

cs-250.2 sonic hoRn With anglE FlangE
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INSTALLATION DRAWING #1020

BB-60.2 sonic hoRn With FlangE & moUnting slEEvE
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INSTALLATION DRAWING #1029

cs-10-Usda sonic hoRn With moUnting slEEvE
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INSTALLATION DRAWING #1031

cs-250.1 sonic hoRn With hanging assEmBly
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INSTALLATION DRAWING #1052

cs-250R.2 sonic hoRn With moUnting slEEvE
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INSTALLATION DRAWING #1053

cs-10-Usda sonic hoRn FoR RooF installation
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INSTALLATION DRAWING #1055

cs-250R.6 sonic hoRn With moUnting slEEvE
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INSTALLATION DRAWING #1056

cs-10-Usda sonic hoRn With 11-1/2” moUnting slEEvE
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INSTALLATION DRAWING #1065

cs-10-Usda sonic hoRn FoR sidEWall installation
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INSTALLATION DRAWING #1080

cs-125.1 sonic hoRn With hanging assEmBly
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INSTALLATION DRAWING #1081

cs-125.2 sonic hoRn With anglE FlangE
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INSTALLATION DRAWING #1086

cs-125.2 sonic hoRn With hoPPER moUnting aRRangEmEnt
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INSTALLATION DRAWING #1128

cs-125 sonic hoRn With FlangE & anglE FlangE - sidEWall
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INSTALLATION DRAWING #1159

cd-70l sonic hoRn With sidEWall moUnting slEEvE
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INSTALLATION DRAWING #1166

cd-70.1 sonic hoRn location FoR BaghoUsE clEaning
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INSTALLATION DRAWING #1167

cd-70.2 sonic hoRn - RooF location
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INSTALLATION DRAWING #1169

cd-70.2 sonic hoRn - hoRizontal moUnting
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NOISE MEASUREMENTS
Sound level readings were taken in a number of plants where multiple (2 to 4) sonic
horns were being used in either tower dryers, box dryers or baghouses. All of these
applications were inside of concrete building enclosures. The measurements were
all taken in decibels on the “A” scale (dBA) which is used to measure audible sound
that affects human hearing.
■ Sound level of room with normal plant process in operation and sonic horns off
-90 to 91 dBA
■ Sound level of room with normal plant process in operation and sonic horns on
-100 to 105 dBA
■ Sound level at or near sonic horn during operation -103 to 110 dBA
■ Sound level in room adjacent to room with sonic horns in operation -80 to 85 dBA
■ Sound level in room with mechanical vibrators in operation and with sonic horn off
-109 to 113 dBA
Basically, the OSHA (Occupational Safety and Health Administration) noise
regulations state that the noise level for a continuous exposure over an 8 hour
period shall not exceed 90 dBA without hearing protection. Refer to table:
Sound Level dBA

Time Permitted
hours-minutes

Sound Level dBA

Time Permitted
hours-minutes

85

16-0

101

1-44

86

13-56

102

1-44

87

12-8

103

1-31

88

10-34

104

1-19

89

9-11

105

1-0

90

8-0

106

0-52

91

6-58

107

0-46

92

6-4

108

0-40

93

5-17

109

0-34

94

4-36

110

0-30

95

4-0

111

0-26

96

3-29

112

0-23

97

3-2

113

0-20

98

2-50

114

0-17

99

2-15

115

0-15

100

2-0
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PNEUMATIC CONvEyINg

BAgHOUSE ACCESSORIES

■ Parts
■ Equipment
■ Rebuilds
■ Consulting Services
■ Turn-key Engineering and Installation

■ Filter Bags
■ Cages
■ Components
■ New Baghouses and System Engineering
■ Used Equipment - Rebuilds

General Index of IAC Parts and Equipment
1. PiPing and tUBing - Straight Line

■ Carbon Steel; Aluminum; Stainless Steel;
all sizes and gauges from 1 1/2” to 16” in
diameter.

2. ElBoWs - Pipe and Tube
1 1/2” to 16” Diameter
■ Cast - Heavy Duty, Abrasion Resistant
■ Short Radius Bends
■ Long Radius Sweeps
■ Flatback Ceramic - Diamond ELTM

3. FlangEs, collaRs and gaskEts

■ All metal and rubber gaskets, collars and
flanges

4. coUPlings and clamPs- For
Metal Pressure Line; Hose; Filter Bags;
Compression; Custom; Worm gear Type;
Quick Release
Styles:
■ Compression
■ victaulic
■ Dresser
■ Snap Lock Hose Clamps

5. BloWERs - Rotary Positive Blowers
and vacuum Pumps
■ Schwitzer - Duroflow
■ Sutorbilt
■ gardner-Denver
■ MD
■ Roots

8. BUttERFly valvEs & slidE gatEs
For Dry Bulk Material Handling
■ Keystone
■ Salina vortex
■ DeZurich
■ Armstrong
■ Sydney
■ Shelby
■ Patterson Kelly
■ Red valve
■ grinnel
■ Kelly Duplex

9. gaUgEs-Diaphram; Solenoid
valves & Magnahelic and Pressure
gauges
■ goyen
■ Asco
■ MAC
■ Dwyer
■ Norgren

10. hosE - Rubber (food grade);
T-polymer (anti-static); Metal (galvanized
and stainless steel)

11. QUick coUPlings - Couplers;
Adapters; MA Adapters

12. REdUcERs - all types
■ H.P. Products
■ Riker

13. lEvEl indicatoRs ( paddle and
6. RotaRy valvEs

■ Precision; Pressure Tight; High Efficiency
■ IAC - Fabricated for gravity Feed
Application

7. Fans
■
■
■
■
■
■
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New york Blower
Barry Blower
American Industrial Fan
Cincinnati Fan
Twin City
Chicago Blower

electronic)
■ Bindicator
■ Monitor
■ Bin Master
■ Endress Hauser
■ Drexelbrook

14. vacUUm systEms - replacement
parts for
■ Hoffman
■ Cyclonaire
■ Spencer
■ MAC
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15. aiR intakE FiltERs
■ Solberg

16. saFEty PRodUcts
■ Fenwal
■ 3M

17. BaghoUsE - Air Filtration
■
■
■
■
■
■

Filter bags/cartridges
Wire Cages
Clamps
venturiis
Bag Cups
gaskets

18. Bin vEnts and FiltER REcEivERs
■ Baghouses

19. sonic hoRns - Acoustical Energy
Material Fluidization Systems
■ 125 Hz
■ 250 Hz
■ USDA

20. silos and tanks - Bolted and welded
21. scREEns - Fabricated & roll goods.
Plus accessories for equipment:
■ Rotex
■ Sweco
■ Midwestern
■ Kason
■ Smico

22. REBUilding sERvicEs FoR
RotaRy valvEs & Pd BloWERs
to factory tolerances

23. nEW systEm PRojEcts

■ Pneumatic Material Conveying
■ Air Pollution Control
(baghouse-fabric filter)
■ Construction/Installation Services

24. stack samPling
25. mERcURy contRol tEsting

CAPABILITIES
Equipment, Parts & Service

Capital Equipment
■ Dust Collectors/Baghouses
■ Dust Collection Systems
■ M-Pulse Baghouse
■ Blower Packages
■ Pneumatic Conveying Systems
■ Silos & Tanks
■ Bulk Storage Systems

Capabilities
■ Design Layout - Auto Cad
2007, 3-D Solid Works & Inventor
■ Structural Steel Fabrication
■ Design Build Projects
■ Mechanical Contracting
■ Mercury Control Testing
■ Equipped Service Trucks

■ Pneumatic Filter Receivers

After Market Parts &

Equipment
■ Blowers
■ Airlocks
■ Diverter valves
■ Hose
■ Bags
■ Cages
■ Tubing

■ Railcar Unload Systems

■ Couplings

■ Mercury Control

■ Elbows

■ Air Pollution Control

■ Sonic Horns
■ Knife gates
■ Butterfly valves

Industries Served
■ Wood Products
■ grain Agriculture
■ Food
■ Cement
■ Ethanol

■ Baghouse Accessories

Services, Construction
& Maintenance
■ Contract Fabrication
■ Consulting Services

■ Mining

■ Equipment
- Installation
- Relocation
- Repair

■ Bio Fuels

■ Baghouse Rebagging

■ Petro Chemical

■ Baghouse Conversions

■ Plastics

■ Turn-Key Installation

■ Coal

■ System Inspections

■ Steel
■ Foundry

■ Level Indicators
■ Bin Activators
■ Convey Line Accessories
■ Intake Filters
■ Fans
■ Abrasion Resistant Products

■ Power generation
■ Pulp & Paper

MANy ITEMS IN STOCK
RUSH SHIPPINg

COMPETITIvE PRICINg
RUSH DELIvERy:
BLOWER PACKAgES &
BIN vENTS

www.iac-intl.com
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Toll Drying at Blue Grass Dairy and Food, LLC
CASE STUDY: Using the CS-10-USDA Sonic Horn to Improve
Productivity and Reduce Waste in a Dairy and Food Drying Business
In 1995, Billy Joe Williams came home to his wife Debbie and their three children with the
unfortunate news that the milk drying plant where he worked in glasgow, Kentucky was
going to be closing - the victim of corporate consolidation. According to gary Warner,
now Project Engineer at that same facility, Billy Joe told Debbie he
really had no interest in leaving the pretty little Kentucky town that had
become home to his growing family, but wasn’t sure exactly what to do.
Debbie, trained in accounting and finance, immediately helped hatch a
plan with Billy Joe to bring a group of local investors together to save the
plant for their family, the families of the other workers, and the town.
With large milk processors expanding and consolidating, Billy Joe,
Debbie, and the others wondered if their futures might lie past the
localized milk drying business that is typical of every dairy producing
region of the country, and in the drying and evaporation of more difficult
and exotic food products.
Fast forward nine years. Blue grass Dairy & Food, LLC now operates
two highly successful drying / evaporation facilities 90 miles apart,
both the former targets of corporate downsizing, and both loaded with
experienced personnel drying upwards of 200 different food products.
“People are the key, of course”, states Billy Joe, C.E.O. “Without
knowledgeable, experienced, motivated people, none of this could be
possible.”
“I’ve worked at three different facilities”, says gary Warner, recruited
into Blue grass by Billy Joe and the current Project Engineer at the
plant, “and the people at this facility never say ‘can’t’. It is unbelievable.
This is the real reason for our success. They give 150% to every
project. It is never, ‘we’ve been doing this for 20 years, and it can’t be
done’. It’s always ‘we’ll we’ve been doing this for 20 years, but maybe
there is something we can learn, and maybe we CAN make it work’. That
makes all the difference in the world.”
“We’ve tackled things others are afraid of”, he continues. “Take Casein,
for instance. The government launched a big program to try to create
a domestic casein source from the federal stockpile of powdered milk
reserves that were aging. Casein has traditionally been brought in from
overseas. Billy Joe came to our meeting one morning and asked, ‘Does
anyone have any ideas on how to attack this?’ That’s my job, together
with all the guys inside the plant – to find a way to make a laboratory
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process work on a large commercial scale. We started testing
different techniques, eventually developed some proprietary
equipment, and are now one of the few facilities in the
country that can produce this product on American soil.”
The patented, USDA approved IAC/Corona CS-10-USDA Sonic Horn is a big part of this
success story (U.S. Patent 5,025,887). Blue grass has thirteen IAC/Corona Sonic Horns
operating in six dryers. The IAC/Corona horn was the first sonic horn approved
by the U.S. Department of Agriculture, and is now installed in hundreds
of dryers in a dozen different milk producing countries. Sonic horns help
keep dryers, cyclones and dust collectors clean by using high intensity, low
frequency acoustic energy to reduce particle buildup.
“We wouldn’t even think of putting a new spray dryer on-line without
installing an IAC/Corona Sonic Horn”, says Warner. “They reduce off-grade
product, because dried particles can’t stick to the side walls and duct. On the
sloped sides of a dryer, or on the underside of the tube sheet in a baghouse,
accumulated powder from the drying process will eventually become
overheated, scorch, and then contaminate the final product. These are the
“black specs” people talk about in the industry. Of course, they’re not always
“black”, but they are definitely darker. On our casein product, which comes
out snowy white, a few dark specs appear just like grains of pepper in a salt
shaker. It’s that obvious!”
“To get rid of the specs, dryer operators have to ‘stay ahead of the curve’
and stop and clean out the dryer before scorched particles build up too
much and show up in the final product. With the Sonic Horns we clean out
less frequently, can process longer, and can generate higher yields for our
customers because there are less scorched particles, and less ‘off-grade’
product.”
“At a plant where I used to work, we went from having to shut down every
20 hours to being able to run several weeks before clean-outs. It is that
dramatic. This means that at Blue grass we can get in long productive runs
for our clients.”
Blue grass Dairy & Food’s list of dried and evaporated foods includes not
only your traditional milk and cheese products, but also whey, brewer’s
yeast, several different types of non-dairy creamers, three or four shortening
powders, honey, casein, and even cayenne peppers.
“The Sonic Horns are critical to our company’s success”, says Debbie
Williams, now President of the company. “We can dry things effectively we
couldn’t even consider tackling if we didn’t have the horns. We love them! We can dry a
wide variety of products because of the horns. This makes us a specialty supplier, and makes
us different than others just drying traditional milk products.”
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One such product is honey. “Not everyone can dry honey”, says Warner. “This stuff is
nasty. Not only is it wet, it is sticky. It starts out that beautiful golden color you’re used to
seeing and comes out of the dryer stark white. Powdered honey is used as sweetener in a
lot of food products, and honey processing is a big part of our success story here at Blue
grass.”
“With our research and development facility in Springfield [Kentucky], we either
design products for our customers that we then dry for them, or we test-dry different
products they bring us. This gives us an extra service and extra flexibility our competitors
don’t have. We have a small 200 #/hour dryer there that allows us to get our processing
technique down on small lots prior to the large commercial runs. We have a sonic horn
installed in this dryer too! With this little test dryer, we can experiment with our nozzle
pressures, our flow rates, our temperatures, and maximize the efficiency
of the process on inexpensive small batches. This raises the customer’s
confidence in Blue grass’s ability to handle their processing, and lets us be
more efficient on the ‘factory floor’, so to speak. It also gives us the ability to
run super-small commercial jobs right in our test lab.”
Out “on the floor”, you’ll find five different production dryers as the
workhorses of the company. Each has IAC/Corona CD-10-USDA Sonic
Horns installed in them. The glasgow (Kentucky) plant operates a 2500
#/hour (water evaporation rate) CE Rogers Tower Dryer, another 1200 #/
hour DeLaval Tower Dryer, and a Blaw Knox 1500 #/hour v-Bottom Box
Dryer. This plant handles the large volume runs. The Springfield (Kentucky)
plant, where the research and development lab is located, handles smaller
customized runs and uses two Blaw Knox 750 #/hour v-Bottom Box Dryers.
This facility is going to receive a production boost when their new CE Rogers
custom 1500 #/hour v-Bottom Box Dryer comes online in 2005.
A visit to Blue grass Dairy & Food is both a reminder to the power of the
“American Spirit” and a testament to “American Ingenuity”. When faced
with a difficult situation, the people at Blue grass Dairies turned experience
and customer need into a profitable niche business. And new product
technology helped. “To a large degree our job here is to figure out how to
accomplish commercially what the scientists say is technically possible”,
continues Warner. “Products like the IAC/Corona Sonic Horn help.”
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NOTES
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Your ONE STOP Source
■ Complete Parts Warehouse
■ Equipment Packages
■ Plant Surveys & Troubleshooting
■ Plant Maintenance Programs
■ Field Crews & Installation Service
■ Rebuilds & Renovation of Equipment

Industrial Accessories Company
4800 Lamar Avenue
Mission, KS 66202
Sales: 800-334-7431
Fax: 913-384-6577
Email: iaccorp@iac-intl.com
www.iac-intl.com
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